Revenue cycle automation — the future is here
Improve your cash flow through faster processing, lower costs,
and reduced workloads.
Data-driven analytics
Speed, accuracy, and optimal outcomes for your patients and
cash flow — these are the hallmarks of a successful, modern
revenue cycle. Smart new technologies are emerging daily, helping
healthcare systems reduce costs and workloads and achieve their
financial goals. At Xtend Healthcare, we put automation to work for
our clients nationwide, resolving their accounts efficiently
and compliantly.
Our proprietary workflow and process management system
(Prism) helps clients automate their processes, analyze their data,
identify and act on insights, and optimize outcomes.
Here’s how it works:

Today’s revenue cycle is filled with
applications for data-driven analytics.
From expected claim reimbursements,
to denial classifications, to eligibility,
and more, our artificial intelligence
(AI)-supported solutions help us determine
next steps, resolve account balances faster,
and optimize outcomes for our clients.

Data collection
Centralizing key information
(i.e., 835, 837, eligibility)

Insights
Reports and root cause analyses
improve A/R outcomes and
cash flow, enabling smarter data
handling in the future

Prism automates
revenue cycle
processes

Decision
Predictive analytics determine the
best next step and route accounts to
a human representative or an
AI-supported system for statusing
and follow-up

Delivery
Accounts resolved, and system notes ensure quality assurance
and increase productivity for both algorithms and humans
Prism delivers actionable insights for our clients, helping them better manage key issues affecting their revenue cycles. These issues include:
• Reimbursement — create more accurate forecasts with evidence-based reimbursement estimates
• Denial management — reduce costs and process times, support patients, strengthen cash flows
• Adjustment automation — eliminate inefficiencies and ensure fast resolutions
The self-driving car may still be miles down the road, but today’s savvy health systems are already benefiting from advanced, automated
revenue cycle solutions. Are you ready to modernize your revenue cycle, for the good of your system and those you serve?

Contact us today. Let’s bring more speed and cash into your revenue cycle.
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